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ABSTRACT

Deep RIE (Reactive Ion Etching) was developed not only for silicon but also for other materials and silicon
microstructures made by the deep RIE was used as molds for making ceramic microstructures. Packaged micro
mechanical sensors as pressure sensors and electrostatically levitating micro motors for gyroscope have been
developed. Microprobes are fabricated for future data storage devices. Energy dissipation of resonating thin
cantilever was studied for large Q factor required for highly sensitive resonating sensors. Active catheters which
move like snakes in blood vessel and sensors for the catheter have been studied for the purpose of minimal
invasive medicine.

INTRODUCTION

Silicon bulk micromachining which is based on a silicon etching and a glass-silicon anodic bonding plays
important roles to make microsystems. Three dimensional microfabrication of other functional materials as
piezoelectric materials are also important to develop high performance microactuators, micro energy sources and
so on. Vacuum sealing is required to prevent a viscous dumping for packaged micromechanical sensors. Extremely
small structures as microprobe are required for high resolution, high sensitivity and quick response. Sophisticated
microsystems which are made of many sensors, circuits and actuators are required for example for maintenance
tools used in a narrow space. Developments for these requirements will be described.

DEEP RIE PROCESSES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

Deep RIE of silicon has been studied[1,2] and applied for resonating gyroscopes[3] and other devices. Isotropic
gas etching of silicon using XeF2 gas was also studied and combined with the deep RIE for precise
micromachining[4]. Deep RIE processes of Pyrex glass[5], quartz[6,7], PZT (lead zirconium titanate)[7] and SiC
(silicon carbide)[8] using thick nickel as a mask has been also studied. Pyrex glass could be etched through the
thickness of 200µm. Vertical etch profile was obtained when the mask opening is narrower than 20 µm because the
deposition of non volatile products on the side wall is reduced[5]. The hole made in a Pyrex glass can be used for
an electrical feedthrough from a packaged sensor[9].

Novel process for ceramic microstructures has been developed. A micromachined silicon wafer is used as a mould
for sintering ceramics as PZT[10] and SiC[11]. The silicon mould is formed by the deep RIE and is cast with
slurry. Ceramic microstructures are obtained by a hot isotropic pressing and finally the silicon mold is etched
out[10]. SiC micro turbine was fabricated by micro-reaction sintering (1700°C, 100MPa) using silicon as a
mould[11].

Silicon micro air turbine for rotating a wire grid polarizer has been fabricated using the deep RIE of silicon. This
device is a polalization modulator needed for surface infrared adsorption spectroscopy. The structure is shown in
Fig.1. Air bearing was used and the rotational speed of 10000 rpm was achieved [12]. Micro power generators
made of SiC micro air turbine are under development using the deep RIE and the micro-reaction sintering
mentioned above.

PACKAGED MICROMECHANICAL SENSORS

Small size packaged mechanical sensors as integrated capacitive pressure sensor have been developed[13]. A force
balancing capacitive pressure sensor was developed for vacuum measurement[14]. As shown in Fig.2 a thin
diaphragm and a vacuum cavity are formed in an anodically bonded glass-silicon-glass structure. NEG (Non
Evaporable Getter) is put inside the cavity to absorb the oxygen gas generated during the anodic bonding
process[15]. The sensor covers a wide pressure range (0.1Pa-1000Pa) by measuring the servo voltage.

An electrostatically levitating micromotor shown in Fig.3 has been developed for high precision inertia
measurement system which operates as two-axis gyroscope and also three-axis accelerometer [16]. The rotor is
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Fig.1 Silicon micro air turbine

fabricated using the deep RIE of silicon. The levitation is performed by force balancing in all direction using a
capacitive displacement sensing and an electrostatic actuation[17]. A silicon rotor is packaged in a vacuum cavity
and the gaps between the silicon rotor and the electrodes on the glasses are 5 µ m. The levitation and rotation
(2000 rpm/min) were successfully demonstrated.

Fig.2  Force balancing silicon diaphragm Fig.3 Electrostatically levitating micromotor
       pressure (vacuum) sensor

MICRO PROBES

Microprobes for SPM (Scanning Probe Microscope) and high-density data storage device have been developed
using micromachined cantilevers. Capacitive AFM (Atomic Force Microscope) probe[18], heater integrated
probe[19], capacitive NSOM (Near-field Scanning Optical Microscope) /AFM probe[20] and electro-magnetically
self-actuating AFM probe array have been studied[21]. The capacitive NSOM/AFM probe is shown in Fig.4. The
probe has an advantage of large throughput of the light intensity and farther a coaxial structure could be fabricated
at the tip[22].

(a)                 (b)

Fig.4 Capacitive NSOM/AFM probe (a) and the tip with a 20 nm opening (b)



ENERGY DISSIPATION OF RESONATING THIN CANTILEVER

Thin silicon beams can be used as resonating sensors. Quick response and high sensitivity are achieved by
increasing the resonant frequency and Q (quality factor) respectively. The scaling down leads to the high
resonant frequency, while the Q is influenced by energy dissipation[23]. Surface loss dominates the energy loss if
thin single crystal silicon cantilever is resonated in high vacuum. After removing surface oxide by heating in
ultra high vacuum(UHV) Q factor higher than 200000 was obtained in UHV. It was also found hydrogen
termination of the surface leads to reduced surface loss [23].

ACTIVE CATHETERS AND RELATED SENSORS

Multi-link active catheters which move like a snake in blood vessel have been developed for navigation control
in minimal invasive diagnosis and therapy[24,25,26]. Distributed shape memory alloy (SMA) coils are utilized as
actuators for movement in multi-degrees of freedom. To minimize the number of lead wires integrated circuits
for communication and control with three common lead wires are incorporated within each links as shown in
Fig.5[25]. CMOS integrated circuit chips which have flexible polyimide-based interconnect leads were
developed to minimize the assembly work. Active catheters which have bending, torsional, extending and
stiffness control functions as shown in Fig.6 were developed[26]. A SMA coil and a stailless steel liner coil are
connected nickel electroplating and acrylic resin electrodeposition.  This novel method makes low cost batch
assembly and small outer diameter (1.4 mm) possible.

 Fig.5 Active catheter which has integrated   Fig.6 Active catheter which can not only be bent but
   communication and control (C&C) circuit.            also twisted and extended

Small diameter (125µmφ) fiber optic pressure sensor shown in Fig.7 has been developed for catheter use[27]. A
thin diaphragm is formed at the end of an optical fiber and the deformation by a pressure is detected
interferometrically. The diaphragm is formed on a silicon wafer and the wafer is etched by the deep RIE to make
silicon rods. The silicon rod is bonded to the fiber end by heating in a glass tube. Finally silicon is etched out
using XeF2 gas.

An forward-looking ultrasonic imager has been developed (Fig.8). Piezoelectric PZT ceramic transducer array
was made at the end of a catheter. Improved 1-3 composite piezoelectric transducer, built-in integrated circuit and
micro relay for multiplexing the drive pulse are being developed as an integrated ultrasonic imager at the end of
catheter [28].

Fig.7 Fiber optic pressure sensor                      Fig.8 Ultrasonic imager at the end of a catheter
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